
 
  

Vicious Volcanoes! 
  

A project about Earth Geology by Class 3  
   

Overview: 

This project was driven primarily through Geography and Science with this inclusion 

of elements of Art/Design. Initially the children were ‘hooked’ using discovery of a 

new ‘island’ in the Pacific Ocean (made in Minecraft) called Mt Mirabilis Scholae. 

 

The areas of interest which came up from these discussions were then used to plan 

subsequent learning activities. These included: What are volcanoes? How and why 

do volcanoes erupt? Where do volcanoes happen? Why are there no volcanoes in 

the UK? What was the biggest eruption ever? 

 

The children then went on to research and create information leaflets on these areas 

of interest. Children researched and created leaflets and fact files. They have written 

news reports based on research about the eruption of Mt Vesuvius in AD79. 

 

In order to apply their Art/Design skills the children looked at art work by Margret 

Godfrey and created work in her style, they then use computing skills to label the 

key features of the volcano. Children also constructed 3D models of a volcano from 

a net.  

 

Children’s science knowledge and understanding was developed by learning about 

the properties and formation of different rocks and soils. They also learned about 

different states of matter.  

 

The children have used maps carefully to find and label continents, oceans, tectonic 

plates, mountains and volcanoes, the ‘Ring of Fire’ and other global features.   
  

Facilitator Reflection: 

This has been a successful piece of learning for the children. We have built on 

knowledge of geography and science and children have deepened understanding of 

the construction of the Earth. They have really enjoyed researching the language of 

volcanoes and as such produced some excellent non-fiction pieces. Another success 

of the project has been the carousels of science activities that have engaged children 

and allowed them to use and apply scientific language and increase their subject 

knowledge. 

  

Pupil Reflection: 

“I found the research about Vesuvius, Pompeii and Herculaneum really interesting.”  

Y4 Girl 

“I enjoyed the work on Margret Godfrey’s art, using the tissue paper to create the 

colourful sunset backgrounds.”  

Y3 Girl 

“I really enjoyed researching and writing our leaflets. I think that I learned lots about 

volcanoes.”  

Y3 Boy 

“The best part was finding out all the different parts of a volcano and of the Earth.”  

Y4 Boy 

 


